
STEWARD'S REPORT

Warragul
Tuesday, 12 Jan 2021

Weather conditions: Fine

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: C. Berkhout

Stewards: C. Day, I. Kennedy, R. Berkhout & K. Geddes

Judges: P. Tabone

Lure Drivers: J. Barlow

Starter: C. Braithwaite

Kennel Supervisor: S Wellings

Kennel Attendants: J.Earl & R.Lott

Veterinarian: Dr. N De Silva

Race 1
SUPPORT OUR LOCAL COMMUNITY

BUSINESSES
6:44 pm
460m

Maiden

All staff & participants attending the race meeting wore face masks at all times when inside the kennel
block and associated buildings, and when engaged in the exclusive race day functions of handling,
boxing, starting and catching greyhounds. 

Double Dipping was quick to begin.  Going Alright and Dawn Spirit collided soon after the start checking
both greyhounds.  Don’t Cry Wolf visibly eased approaching the first turn and subsequently pulled up.
 Dawn Spirit brushed the running rail on the first turn.  Wilsonville and Going Alright collided on the first turn
checking both greyhounds.  Going Alright galloped on Wilsonville entering the home straight.  Wilsonville
and Callum’s Capers collided in the home straight.  Wilsonville checked off Callum‘s Capers in the home
straight.

Wilsonville underwent a post race veterinary examination and was found to have an abrasion on the left
metatarsal and a spike wound on a left hind toe.  A 3 day stand down period was imposed.

Don’t Cry Wolf underwent a post race veterinary examination and was found to have an injured left groin.
 A 14 day stand down period was imposed.  Stewards spoke to representative Mr. G. Clifton regarding the
greyhound’s racing manners approaching the first turn.  Acting under the provisions of GAR 69B (1), Don’t
Cry Wolf was charged with failing to pursue the lure with due commitment (by reason of injury).  Mr. Clifton
pleaded guilty to the charge, Don’t Cry Wolf was found guilty and must perform a satisfactory trial in
accordance with GAR 69B (1) and GAR 72, before any future nomination will be accepted.

Race 2
TOP RUN IMAGES HT1

7:07 pm
400m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

Pursuant to GAR 104 (6) Parade Steward Ms. P. Toner did not act in any official capacity that may in any
way, affect the outcome of this event.

Howdy Slim and Jordy’s Express were slow to begin.  Long Black Lass and Rock The Sky collided soon
after the start.  Long Black Lass and Jordy’s Express collided approaching the first turn.  Collaboration and
Flirty Talks collided on the first turn checking Collaboration. Collaboration lost ground on the first turn.
Collaboration and Long Black Lass collded on the first turn checking Collaboration  Jordy’s Express raced
wide in the home straight.

Collaboration underwent a post race veterinary examination and was found to have an injured left
hamstring and left thigh muscle.  A 14 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 3
THE BARN BAR HT2

7:27 pm
400m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

Minter Blaze was slow to begin.  Rag Time Rove and Parumba Barty collided soon after the start.  Minter
Blaze and Malizia collided soon after the start checking Minter Blaze.  About Bob galloped on Rag Time
Rove on the first turn checking Earn The Loot and severely checking Rag Time Rove.  Recapture Time and
About Bob collided on the first turn.  Parumba Barty and Minter Blaze collided approaching the home turn.
 Rag Time Rove raced wide in the home straight.

Race 4
PAUA KENNELS HT3

7:45 pm
400m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

Flying Foxy was quick to begin.  Flying Foxy and Freddie Cruiser collided approaching the first turn.  Desert
Flame and Upton Street collided on the first turn severely checking Desert Flame.  Honey Edition,
Deedee’s Charm and Upton Street collided on the first turn severely checking all three greyhounds.  Miss
Somerton and Andy Time collided approaching the home turn.  Honey Edition and Deedee’s Charm
collided on the home turn.

A post race sample was taken from Flying Foxy - winner of the event.

Race 5
AUSTRALIAN QUALITY PET FOODS

8:05 pm
400m

Grade 5

An out of competition sample was taken from Mahjong Nickel on 11/01/21, pursuant to GAR 79A.

Evil Deed - New declared weight of 24.4kg, last raced at 25.7kg.

Devil’s Disguise was quick to begin.  Disorientated and Manila Shine were slow to begin.  Aston Rocket
and Evil Deed collided soon after the start.  Devil’s Disguise and Aston Rocket collided approaching the
first turn.  Talk Talk Talk, Evil Deed and Mahjong Nickel collided approaching the first turn checking Evil



Deed and Mahjong Nickel.  Aston Rocket was checked off Disorientated on the first turn. 

A post race sample was taken from Devil’s Disguise - winner of the event.

Race 6
TAB - LIVE SKY RACING VISION

8:25 pm
460m

Grade 5

A pre-race sample was taken from Rumour File.

Stay At Home and Zipping Whoopi collided approaching the first turn.  David Coin and Rose Royce
collided on the first turn.  Stay At Home and Zipping Whoopi collided on the first turn checking Zipping
Whoopi.  Omega Dodge and Livvy’s Princess collided on the first turn checking Livvy’s Princess.  Zipping
Whoopi and David Coin collided approaching the home turn checking Zipping Whoopi.

Race 7
KHANS HOSPITALITY SERVICES

8:45 pm
400m

Mixed 4/5

An out of competition sample was taken from Fenway Lights on 11/01/21, pursuant to GAR 79A.

Impending - Late scratching at 5.41pm due to weight variation (GAR 39).  A 10 day stand down period was
imposed.  Trainer Mr. P. Terry was fined $100.

Throw Caution was quick to begin. Eureka Icon and Fenway Lights collided approaching the first turn
checking both greyhounds. 

Race 8
BLUE STREAM PICTURES

9:05 pm
460m

Mixed 4/5

A pre-race sample was taken from Javier Bale.

Rafael Fever and West Of Westeros collided approaching the first turn.  Javier Bale was checked off
Zipping Django approaching the first turn.  Rafael Fever and West Of Westeros collided on the first turn.
 Rafael Fever turned its head outwards and marred Zipping Django from the home turn to the winning post
severely checking Rafael Fever, Zipping Django and West Of Westeros, all three greyhounds subsequently
tailed off.

Rafael Fever underwent a post race veterinary examination and was found to have a laceration on the left
back muscle.  A 5 day stand down period was imposed.

Stewards spoke to Mrs. M. Brown, the trainer of Rafael Fever regarding the greyhound’s racing manners
from the home turn to the winning post.  Acting under the provisions of GAR 69(1) Rafael Fever was
charged with marring.  Mrs. Brown pleaded guilty to the charge, Rafael Fever was found guilty and
suspended for 3 months at all tracks and must perform a satisfactory trial in accordance with GAR 69(2)
and pursuant to GAR 72, before any future nomination will be accepted.

Race 9
ADOPT A GREYHOUND WITH GAP

9:25 pm
460m

Mixed 6/7

A pre-race sample was taken from Chicken Schnitty.

Reinforced was quick to begin.  Dalisha Bale was slow to begin.  Shrek’s Storm contacted the running rail
on the first turn checking Kaiden and severely checking Shrek’s Storm, Reinforced and Darnum Dodger.
 Minter Fly and Chicken Schnitty collided on the home turn.  Reinforced tired in the home straight.

Shrek’s Storm underwent a post race veterinary examination and was found to have an injured right
monkey muscle and left thigh muscle.  A 5 day stand down period was imposed.

Reinforced underwent a post race veterinary examination and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 10
OAKS FUNCTION CENTRE

9:45 pm
680m

Grade 5

Shamrock Boy was quick to begin.  Star Ballerina and Serengeti Icon collided soon after the start.
 Shamrock Boy and Dark Arrow collided on the first turn.  Shamrock Boy was checked off Dark Arrow in the
back straight.

A post race sample was taken from Pilbara - winner of the event.

Race 11
SENNACHIE AT STUD 

10:05 pm
400m

Grade 5

Mr. R. Crawford requested an early race endorsement for Sailing Shoes.  The Stewards approved the
request after an examination prior to racing by the on-track veterinarian.  Sailing Shoes will compete in
early races until further notice.

Broady Lights was quick to begin.  Mercury Icon was checked off Aston Marlon approaching the first turn.
 Gellar Bale, Sailing Shoes, Devel Sixteen and Parabellum collided on the first turn checking all four
greyhounds.  Mercury Icon was checked off Gellar Bale on the first turn. Groundbreaking and Aston Marlon
collided approaching the home turn.

Race 12
TAB - LONG MAY WE PLAY (275+

RANK)
10:29 pm

400m
Grade 5 No Penalty

Cawbourne Coco - New declared weight of 26.6kg, last raced at 27.9kg.

A pre-race sample was taken from Kanga Lights.

Calabrese Gino and Katey Penny collided approaching the first turn checking Katey Penny.  Calabrese
Gino was checked off Hurricane Keely approaching the first turn.  Bricabrac was checked off Hurricane
Keely on the first turn.  Kanga Lights and Katey Penny collided on the first turn. Bricabrac and Katey Penny
collided entering the home straight checking Bricabrac.  Bricabrac crossed out approaching the winning
post and collided with What Price Bucks.






